WE ARE CHATT STATE

CHATTANOOGA STATE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Chattanooga State

is a regionally accredited comprehensive community college in the The College System of Tennessee, governed by the Tennessee Board of Regents. Offering programs at multiple sites in Chattanooga/Hamilton County, Dayton, and Kimball leading to AA, AS and AAS degrees for graduation or transfer, and technical and embedded certificates, ChattState has the largest engineering technology, health science, and applied technology programs in the statewide system, and is also home to the only fully embedded technical college on a Tennessee community college campus.
9,300+ Students
150+ Programs of Study
16:1 Student-to-teacher Ratio
97% Job Placement
$1.2 million in Institution & Foundation Scholarships Awarded
Fiscal Year 2019
START HERE

CHOSE THE PATH TO YOUR FUTURE

CHATTANOOGA STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

BUSINESS

Economics (AS, TTP)
Mass Communications (AS, TTP)
Accounting (AS, TTP)
Business Administration (AS, TTP)
Economics (AS, TTP)
Finance (AS, TTP)
Management (AS, TTP)
Marketing (AS, TTP)
Mass Communications (AS, TTP)
Business (AAS)
• Administrative Professional Technology
• Entrepreneurship
• Management
Digital Media Design & Production (AAS)
• Computer Animation
• Graphic Arts Technology
• Journalism
• Media Technologies
• Web Design
Hospitality and Tourism Management (AAS)
• Culinary Arts
• Food & Beverage Management
• Hotel Management
• Tourism
Paralegal Studies (AAS)

ENGINEERING & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES

Civil Engineering (AS, TTP)
Computer Science (AS, TTP)
Electrical Engineering (AS, TTP)
Engineering Technology (AS, TTP)
Information Systems (AS, TTP)
Mechanical Engineering (AS, TTP)
Engineering Technology (AAS, UTC)
• Chemical Engineering Technology
• Civil Engineering Technology
• Construction Engineering Technology
• Design/Drilling Engineering Technology
• Mechanical Engineering Technology
• Non-Destructive Testing Technology
• Nuclear Power Engineering Technology
• Quality Assurance/Quality Control Technology
• Radiation Protection
Engineering Systems Technology (AAS, UTC)
• Construction Management
• Engineering Systems Management
• Industrial Technology
• Welding Engineering Technology
Electrical/Electronic Engineering Technology (AAS, UTC)
• Automated Controls
• Computer Systems
• Solar Energy Technology
Mechatronics Technology (AAS, UTC)
Applied Science (AAS, UTC)
• General Engineering

Computer Information Technology (AAS)
• Cyber Defense
• Networking
• Programming

HUMANITIES & FINE ARTS

University Parallel (AA)
Art Studio (AA, TTP)
English (AA, TTP)
Foreign Language (AA, TTP)
Philosophy (AA, TTP)
Theatre Arts (AA, TTP)
Art Studio (AFA, TTP)
Music (AFA, TTP)
Theatre Design Technology (AFA, TTP)
Theatre Performance (AFA, TTP)
University Parallel (AS)
Philosophy (AS, TTP)
Theatre Arts (AAS, TTP)
Professional Actor Training Certificate

NURSING & ALLIED HEALTH

Dental Assisting (AAS)
Dental Hygiene (AAS)
Fire Science Technology (AAS)
Health Information Management (AAS)
Health Sciences (AAS)
Nuclear Medicine Technology (AAS)
Nursing RN (Day & Night) (AAS)
Nursing RN (Transition) (AAS)
Occupational Therapy Assistant (AAS)
Paramedic (AAS)
Physical Therapist Assistant (AAS)
Radiologic Technology (AAS)
Respiratory Care (AAS)
Veterinary Technology (AAS)

MATH & SCIENCES

Mathematics (TTP)
Biology (TTP)
Chemistry (TTP)
Geosciences (TTP)
Nutrition and Food Science (TTP)
Physics (TTP)
Pre-Clinical Lab Science (TTP)
Pre-Physical Therapy (TTP)
Pre-Health (TTP)
• Pre-Dentistry
• Pre-Medicine
• Pre-Optometry
• Pre-Pharmacy
• Pre-Veterinary Medicine

SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

University Parallel (AA, TTP)
Anthropology (AA, TTP)
Criminal Justice (AA, TTP)
History (AA, TTP)
International Affairs (AA, TTP)

Political Science (AA, TTP)
Psychology (AA, TTP)
Social Work (AA, TTP)
Sociology (AA, TTP)
University Parallel (AS, TTP)
Anthropology (AAS, TTP)
Criminal Justice (AAS, TTP)
Exercise Science (AAS, TTP)
Family and Consumer Sciences (AAS, TTP)
History (AAS, TTP)
Kinesiology (AAS, TTP)
Physical Education (AAS, TTP)
Political Science (AAS, TTP)
Psychology (AAS, TTP)
Social Work (AAS, TTP)
Sociology (AAS, TTP)
Special Education (AAS, TTP)
Sport and Leisure Management (AAS, TTP)
Early Childhood Education Pre K-3 (AST)
Elementary Education K-5 (AST)
Secondary Education English (AST)
Secondary Education Mathematics (AST)
Secondary Education Social Studies (AST)
Criminal Justice (TNECampus) (AAS)
Early Childhood Education (AAS)
Early Childhood Education Technical Certificate

DIPLOMAS

Administrative Office Professional
Advanced Aesthetics
Automotive Technology
Barbering
Collision Repair Technology
Computer Support Technician
Cosmetology
Diesel Equipment Technology
HVAC/R Technician
Industrial Electricity
Industrial Electronics
Industrial Maintenance Mechatronics Technician
Landscape & Turf Management
Machine Tool Technology
Medical Assisting
Motorcycle & Marine Services
Practical Nursing
Road Building Equipment Service Technician (R-BEST)
Surgical Technology
Tool & Die Maintenance Technician
Welding Technology

CERTIFICATES

Barbering Instructor
Commercial Truck Driving
Computer Numeric Control (CNC)
Cosmetology Instructor Training
Massage Therapy
Mental Health Technician

Programs in effect at the time of publication. All updates and/or corrections will be posted in the online version of this document.
GO ANYWHERE

START YOUR CAREER RIGHT AWAY
You’ll be prepared to enter the workforce right away after completing one of more than 50 degree, diploma, or certificate programs designed to put you right to work...all within two years or less.

CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION

Transferring from ChattState is easy.

► Tennessee Transfer Pathways (TTP)
Begin your college studies at ChattState, earn an associate degree and be assured your credits will transfer to a bachelor’s degree program at any public and many private universities in Tennessee.

► UTC 2+2 Complete your first two years in one of 20 Engineering programs at Chattanooga State, then transfer to a UTC Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Applied Science Degree in Engineering program.
GO DEBT-FREE
Get your college degree without piling up debt. Both the State of Tennessee and the Chattanooga State Foundation provide scholarships for qualified students to make paying for college a breeze.

► HOPE Scholarship is funded from the net proceeds of the state lottery and awarded to qualifying entering freshmen.

► Tennessee Promise Scholarships and Tennessee Reconnect Grants are both last-dollar scholarship programs providing tuition-free college for Tennessee residents.

► Foundation Scholarships are provided by the Chattanooga State Foundation and private donors.

► Wilder-Naifeh Technology Grant is available to qualified Tennessee residents attending Tennessee College of Applied Technology (TCAT).

SUPPORT SERVICES
Attending Chattanooga State offers exciting new challenges and new experiences. Our caring staff will provide academic and non-academic support—mentoring, tutoring, sharing study techniques, encouraging time management, relieving test anxiety, evaluating learning skills, personal counseling and more—to positively impact you to help you meet your academic goals.

PLUS, campus and community resources are available to help you through life’s tough times and get your college success back on track:

• Food & Housing
• Transportation
• Tutoring
• Legal
• Financial
• Career
• Relationship & Abuse
• Health & Insurance

WE’LL HELP YOU GET THERE.
From Orientation to Graduation you’ll have a network of support teams whose top priority is your success.
GLOBAL SCHOLARS
HONORS PROGRAM
Learn with students from all academic majors who share your intellectual curiosity and academic achievement, participating in co-curricular activities together, and engaging in service learning projects to make the community and the world a better place. Advantages include smaller class sizes, Oxford & Cambridge Tutorial Method, study abroad, and low tuition.

LEARNING SUPPORT LAB
The Learning Support Lab provides a variety of services including help with homework and projects, tutoring, and improving study skills.

HIGH-IMPACT PRACTICES
Courses using High Impact Practices (HIPs) offer experiential-learning, which will help you apply the theories and concepts learned in the classroom to practical problems and/or real-world experiences.

STUDY ABROAD
Gain a special understanding of another part of the world; increase your maturity, independence, and self-confidence; prepare for a career in an increasingly global marketplace; and set yourself apart from other candidates competing for jobs with employers who have an international footprint.

YOUR PLACE TO SUCCEED
With ChattState’s extensive academic advancement and support opportunities, you can reach your full potential.
YOUR PERFECT FIT

Learn at the time and pace that’s convenient for you. Earlier. Later. At home or at work. Chattanooga State’s academic programs meet you where you are in life.

GO TO CLASS ON YOUR SCHEDULE

**Online Degree Programs**

Designed to provide busy adults the opportunity to fit a high-quality college education into their lives, **ChattState Online** features **30+ fully online** degrees and certificates, as well as multiple non-credit courses.

### ALLIED HEALTH ONLINE
- AAS Fire Science
- AAS Nuclear Medicine *
- Technical Certificate Nuclear Medicine *
- Technical Certificate Computed Tomography (CT) *
- Technical Certificate Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) *
- Technical Certificate Mamnography *

### BUSINESS ONLINE
- AS Accounting TTP
- AS Business Administration TTP
- AS Economics TTP
- AS Finance TTP
- AS Management TTP
- AS Marketing TTP
- AA English TTP
- AA Foreign Language TTP
- AA and AS Philosophy TTP
- AA University Parallel **
- AS University Parallel **

### MATH & SCIENCES ONLINE
- AS Physics TTP (requires *NeCampus PHYS 2110/2120)
- AS TTP Math
- AS University Parallel **

### SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES ONLINE
- AS TTP Criminal Justice TTP
- AAS Criminal Justice
- AS Family and Consumer Sciences
- AA and AS TTP History
- AA TTP Political Science TTP
- AS TTP Political Science TTP
- AA TTP Psychology TTP
- AS TTP Psychology TTP
- AA TTP Sociology TTP
- AS TTP Sociology TTP
- AS TTP Social Work TTP
- AST PreK-3*
- AST K-5*
- AST Secondary Social Studies*
- AST Secondary Math*
- AST Secondary English*
- AST Special Education*

* Plus clinical or field work
** Transfer program that satisfies general education requirements for the first two years of study at most regionally accredited colleges and universities

JESSICA FROST
Online Student

I travel in my job and am involved in other outside activities, so it is so important to balance study and class time with everyday work and home life. ChattState Online makes that easy.

LONNIE WILLIAMS
Business Major Online

GET INFO
START EARLY/FINISH EARLY
Early College/High School Programs

- **Dual Enrollment**: Earn credit toward both a high school diploma and a college degree.
- **Hamilton County Collegiate High at Main Campus**: Earn both a high school diploma and a college degree in just four years.
- **STEM School**: Magnet high school located on the main campus of ChattState focused on Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics.
- **Mechatronics Akademie at Volkswagen**: Partnership between ChattState, Hamilton County, and Volkswagen gives students a jump start in Mechatronics.
- **Polytech Academy at Main Campus and Kimball Sites**: Tech-centric dual credit, and dual enrollment courses in Chemical Engineering Technology, Mechatronics, and Computer Information Technology.
- **Tech-Track/Dual Credit**: Provides free college credit for approved courses completed while still in high school.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Go debt-free through an apprenticeship.

Unique, flexible instruction programs combining job related courses with structured on-the-job learning experiences. Apprenticeships are a powerful “earn while you learn” solution to local economic and workforce development demands. ChattState participates in the federal Department of Labor’s registered apprenticeship program with several area employers.

WACKER INSTITUTE
The WACKER Institute is a partnership between Chattanooga State’s Engineering and Information Technologies Division and WACKER POLYSILICON North America. The award-winning collaboration has produced some of the best chemical process engineering technicians in the region and includes an internship model in chemical operations, electrical & instrumentation (E&I) and mechanical systems maintenance. For selected students, the internship will combine academic and practical experiences with paid, on-the-job training (OJT) over the course of five semesters.
YOUR TIME IS NOW

If you are an adult and have a yearning to change your life, now is the time to explore your options. It’s never been easier to start again. With the **Tennessee Reconnect Grant** and the support and community of ChattState’s adult students who are managing multiple life roles while pursuing an education your success is a cinch.

The **Adult Services Center** is here to help you with:

- Information about the Tennessee Reconnect Grant process
- Personalized assistance for admissions, readmission, and/or transfer
- Assistance with understanding academic policies, rules and regulations
- Information and forms about services, offices and departments at the college
- Information on careers, childcare, financial aid, housing and personalized referral to other college services
- Mentoring
- Information regarding the national Spire Honor Society and help with navigating the selection process
- Student success sessions, seminars and special events
- Applying for college credit for your prior work experience (PLA)

---

**DEBORAH HALE**
**EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION MAJOR**
**AGE 50**

“We went through nearly two years of great financial struggle. I vowed that my lack of education would never hinder me from being able to successfully provide for my family again. I did some research and found Tennessee Reconnect. It seemed like it was streamlined just for me.”

---

**DEMARQUIS PERKINS**
**Engineering Technology Major**
**age 35**

---

**KEELY HARRIS**
**Biology Major**
**age 47**

“The desire to obtain a college degree was always there, nagging at me. After hearing about the TN Reconnect grant, I went for it. The Adult Services department was helpful and wanted me to succeed as much as I did, and they continue to walk alongside me every step of the way. This time I know that I am going to achieve my goal.”
YOUR PLACE TO THRIVE

Our campus is uniquely designed to help you succeed.

Our state-of-the-art facilities like the Erlanger Health Science Center, Wacker Institute, Card Monroe Lab and numerous science and computer labs, auditoriums and studios will be your top-notch learning environments. The Kolwyck Library and Information Commons will connect you to the best information resources available. Our Green Team is committed to insuring a healthy and habitable campus community plus we’re the first Certified Bee Campus in Tennessee. And you can just hang with friends or chill under a shade tree. Anyplace on campus is the right place.
YOUR PLACE TO BELONG

There’s always something going on and someone to do it with. You’ll find thousands of people just like you to share your journey.
The Tigers and Lady Tigers have compiled records of success that rate all of our programs among the national elite. ChattState athletic programs enhance the physical, intellectual, social and moral development of each student athlete and we are committed to continuing our winning tradition.

BASEBALL
- 5 NJCAA All-Americans in the past 9 years
- 2010 JUCO World Series Appearance
- Multiple Conference, Region and District Champions

SOFTBALL
- 20 TCCAA Championships
- 20 NJCAA National Tournament Appearances
- 2012 NJCAA National Champions
- 47 NJCAA All-Americans

VOLLEYBALL
- Inaugural team finished second in Region VII
- Freshman of the Year
- Two members All-Region team

MEN’S BASKETBALL
- 4 NJCAA All-Americans
- NJCAA National Tournament Appearance
- 4 NCAA Division I Signees
- 50+ players advanced to play at colleges and universities

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
- 2019-20 Region VII Champions
- 4 NJCAA All-Americans
- 5 Division I Signees

*qualified for 2020 cancelled tournament

GET INFO
KNOWLEDGE TO GO PLACES

Chattanooga State’s academic programs span every discipline in Technologies, Humanities and Vocations. From Art to Veterinary Technology, the knowledge you attain here will equip you to join and contribute to any enterprise world-wide.

Where will you go?
YOUR

COLLEGE chattanoogastate.edu

Go to chattanoogastate.edu/campus-visit to schedule a campus tour.